Don’ts

for procurement managers in hospitality

DO

DON’T
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Negotiate on the weighted basket.
Ideally, tender 95% of spend to
ensure you achieve the very best
price overall.
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Focus just on the key lines
for better pricing.

Keep track of termination dates and
allow ample time to review market
pricing. Download our Procurement
Contract Survey Brochure to help
you get started.

Let any contract auto renew
without testing the market.

Prepare a robust PQQ that specifies
requirements beyond pricing such
as special offers, complaint handling,
account support, off-contract
expenditure and more.

Enter into a supplier commitment on
initial headline price alone.

Ensure you benchmark seasonal
produce pricing against current
market price and are able to remove
above market price products from
the supply agreement.

Enter into an agreement that does
not take into consideration what
would happen in the event the
supplier inflects an above market
price for seasonal produce.

Give the supplier an opportunity to
demonstrate how they can offset
service costs and offer added-value
with special incentives such as
increased rebates or cost reductions.

Forget to consider the supplier’s cost
to service your business such as
frequency of delivery days, average
drop value, brand swaps and cut-off
times, as these will ultimately cost
you money.

Review detailed expenditure by line
item on a regular basis to ensure the
off-contract lines are added to or
removed from the contract.

Underestimate the impact of product
additions, substitutions and de-lists
on your profitability as off-contract
items can be as much as 100%
above the market value.
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Utilise eSourcing technology to
automate processes, enhance
decision making and achieve better
outcomes.

Let manual processes and inaccurate
data lengthen the time from PQQ to
contract award.
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